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Operators in the Betting and Gaming sector are frequently in the news
these days, but unfortunately not always for the right reasons,
sometimes being associated with issues like social responsibility and
money laundering. As an industry with significant but also inconsistent
regulation around the world, it's a perfect industry for the adoption  of
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) or aka "Bots", which many
operators are now discovering.

Just a few market leaders were the first adopters of Bots as you would
expect, but unlike other industries and professions, this spread very
quickly to operators of all sizes, accelerating their digital transformation,
productivity and compliance across front and back-office processes.

Betting and Gaming Bots are now some of the hardest working around,
completing duties in Customer Due Diligence (CDD), customer
onboarding and KYC, conducting Anti Money Laundering checks,
assisting human agents to maintain and update customer data, and
many more applications. Bots are hard at work saving thousands of
hours from repetitive manual tasks, and when combined with AI to
create smart Bots, they're capable of performing complex decision-
making duties at a scale that people alone never could.

INTRODUCTION TO
BOTS IN BETTING & GAMING
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UNDERSTANDING PAIN POINTS
IN BETTING & GAMING
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DATA, DATA, DATA

Managing customer information securely and efficiently is a critical activity for Betting &
Gaming operations and one which is getting harder to do with the many advances in
digital technologies, cryptocurrencies, and changing customer habits.
Customer documents are often still a mixture of both digital and paper formats, which
leaves compliance teams having to handle these manually, yet as promptly as possible to
ensure critical KYC and due diligence controls are completed correctly.

THE DRIVING FORCE FOR BETTING & GAMING BOTS

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

The Betting and Gaming industry involves incredibly fast-changing and highly innovative
products and services, with recent trends including Virtual Reality, Crypto, and smart
watches. Bots are therefore the perfect innovative solution to support people in the
organisation in managing and delivering fast, effective, and exceptional services.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

The Betting and Gaming industry will always be challenged to do more to protect
vulnerable groups with more exhaustive procedures that rely on smarter, scalable,
technological solutions, to be truly successful. Bots fit the bill extremely well for Betting
and Gaming companies, due to their non-invasive nature and no need of integration. Bots
are also agile and rapidly deployable without major IT involvement, enabling massive
efficiency and compliance without the long-tail of traditional development work.

Combining Bots with smart document understanding is an effective way to
overcome this pain, ensuring safe, effective controls for operators and customers.

Every person should have a Bot available to support their work and to make them
more productive and effective at delivering the best innovative experience.

Bots can work seamlessly in tandem with people, augmenting their skills and
harnessing expert knowledge to maximise effective compliance and control.



BOT BENEFITS FOR
BETTING & GAMING
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Work via Ui like a person
or an API like a machine

& no integration.

Non-invasive

Optimise, Scale, & Secure with Bots

Innovation, changing habits and better regulation continue
to fuel changes in the Betting and Gaming industry, which
requires operators to think outside of the box to provide 
 their people, systems and processes with the best support
and solutions that meet their changing demands.

The increased scrutiny and fines levied by industry
regulators is forcing operators to act more responsibly and
ethically, and as a result, the need for cost-effective, smart,
technological solutions will intensify.

Traditionally, as with other regulated industries, simply
adding more human resource was often the solution, but
modern day compliance needs a more effective and
adaptable approach to deliver better, more reliable
compliance.

Bots offer a credible alternative to throwing people at the
problem, and to develop a truly digitally enabled workforce.

Logic and outcome
driven for smart

scalability.

Smart

Operate according to
your security & privacy

needs.

Secure

Automate document and data gathering, entry and validation work

Free up and empower facing customer facing resources to perform more useful and

valuable duties

Reduce the time to serve and deliver a vastly better customer experience

Obtain the highest levels of speed and regulatory compliance

To thrive in the modern age, Betting and Gaming operators can now rethink their
approach using Bots and:



    The Bots were deployed far
quicker than we expected

and their performance has
been truly impressive!

 

Per Christensen
Director of Operational Efficiency, William Hill
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GETTING SET FOR SUCCESS
BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND

Build in End-to-End compliance for Bots to work across applications effectively
Develop Bots with flexibility in mind, to accommodate changing needs in future
Incorporate robust, auditable and easy to use human-in-the-loop interactions

Build frameworks for where you're going, not where you are
Set comprehensive, clear frameworks to assess candidate ROI and prioritisation

When embarking on an automation journey, there are a few golden rules that Betting
and Gaming operators must consider to increase their chances of success:

In these modern times, it's almost impossible not to find suitable candidates for
automation in most businesses, but what many often struggle with, is finding and
prioritising the most valuable ones.

So, any insight into areas that typically offer the most potential can save lost time and
maximise the success of automation. Four key processes showing time and again the
highest levels of return for Betting and Gaming are KYC and Due Diligence, Responsible
Gambling, Anti-Money Laundering, and Customer Service, however, the below heatmap
indicates the major areas suitable for Bots.

Lower Automation SuitabilityMedium Automation SuitabilityHigh Automation Suitability
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Duplicate Accounts

The need to perform customer due diligence (or CDD) to verify identification is not new,
and an absolute must for operators. Primarily designed to ensure anti-money laundering
checks are performed, the requirements go much further than basic screening practices
to ensure PEPs (politically exposed persons) and SIPs (special interest persons) are
covered, and evidenced, as part of an enhanced review.

This creates challenges identifying, managing and processing accounts relating to a self-
exclusion process for example, and can result in significant complexity and volumes.

A fundamental challenge is gaining the knowledge of, and identifying which, accounts
require checking and monitoring. This challenge largely occurs because customers can be
creative, determined or impatient, resulting in duplicate accounts. Regulators are well
aware of this, but have a clear expectation operators do their utmost to address and
mitigate the impacts.

To remove or reduce the complexity of duplicate accounts, Bots can seek out potential
duplicate accounts (false positives/negatives) based on a simple but logical sequence of
checks.

Duplicates
Check

Score
Duplicates

Duplicates
Removed

Exceptions
Raised

Exceptions
Handled

Bot
searches for
& identifies
duplicate
matches

Bot assigns
match

scores to
determine

actions

Bot handles
confirmed
matches &

notifies

Bot passes
exceptions
to fix & be

trained

Bot handles
the resolved
exceptions
& learns for
next time

BOTS IN ACTION IN
BETTING & GAMING
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NARROWING THE TARGET 



Each match results in either a full or partial match of the target data points
determined using algorithms (for example, flagging that Eric’s creative use of banana 1
and banana 2 could possibly be the same person)
Each full and partial data match is assigned a weighting score
The cumulative result is an overall score per customer based on those matches and
that overall score equates to a confidence level of a duplicate account match
The final outcome is that a customer account will be considered either a duplicate
match, no-match, or partial match for further review or action

Duplication Occurs

Suppose a customer (let’s call him Eric) created an online account with the following
details:- Eric Twinge of 29 Acacia Road, Anytown, BN1 1DY, born 16 February 1980, email
address of banana1@hotmail.com, and a mobile phone number 0310 8315486.

Eric then moves to a new house a short time later and wants to update his details,
however, but he’s forgotten his login credentials, and needs to get online to place a bet on
Saturdays cup final, so he creates a new (duplicate) account for his ease.

Because Eric had an existing account, he entered some slightly different information
changing his email address to banana2@gmail.com and his phone number to 0789
1982007. Never underestimate the creativity of people!

Confusion reigns

Eric now has two separate accounts and if he subsequently requests to self-exclude to
protect himself, the operator would ideally identify all accounts that Eric may have created,
in order to compete his request. This is a very simple example, the reality is more
challenging for operators to manage. So, what can be done using Bots to ensure
compliance, and keep Eric safe?

Verification Bot

For a person to solve this manually, involves reviewing as many accounts as possible to
spot connections or related data points (such as postcodes), but this takes too long to do
within the timescales required by regulations.

A Bot is able to automate the checks, and in far less time, completing the review across
thousands or millions of data points. For example, by programming the Bot to match
multiple data points at once:
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keyboard proximity data entry error (e.g. Erix instead of Eric on a qwerty keyboard)
data point transposition errors (e.g. Eirc instead of Eric or 3/2/80 instead of 2/3/80)
data substitutions, additions or ommissions (e.g. banana1@hotmail.com instead of
banana1@hotmail.co.uk)
logical data variance tolerances (e.g. 16-Feb-1980 instead of 15-Feb-1980)
extracting common data points within data fields (e.g. Rose Cottage, 29 Acacia Road
instead of 29, Rose Cottage)

 "Bots can be programmed to match any number of data points, but to achieve the
 highest confidence rating, the laws of diminishing returns will take effect at some stage"

Reducing False Positives / Negatives Quickly

Bots can incorporate relatively complex algorithms to improve the accuracy of results, and
far quicker than a team of people could do manually. This means compliance staff can
focus on helping the customer, rather than scanning thousands of data points.

These smart Bots can even consider things such as:

Even more sophisticated results are possible by incorporating external data sources to
cross-check and validate data points.

Due Diligence Transformed

Customer Due Diligence processes can be truly transformed using Bots to augment
existing systems and processes, and ensuring staff are free to help customers enjoy
gambling safely and legally.

And Bots can continue to scan and search through volumes of data in order to identify
and action account updates in accordance with regulatory requirements. This leaves only
true exceptions to be escalated for human intervention, which adds value for customers,
employees, companies and regulators.
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  IT'S LIKE HAVING AN
EMPLOYEE THAT'S SUPER
FAST, SUPER ACCURATE

AND DOESN'T MIND
STARTING WORK AT 6AM!
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Tom Ostwick, Customer Service & Regulatory
Monitoring Manager, FSB Tech 



BOTS IN ACTION
USE CASE
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William Hill enables the
Automated Enterprise in Online

Gambling with Bots

GAMBLING BOTS IN ACTION
MAKING WORK BETTER FOR EVERYONE - PEOPLE, PROFIT & PLANET
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CLIENT: WILLIAM HILL | INDUSTRY: BETTING & GAMING | REGION: GLOBAL

Average 5:1 Average 7x

Average 90% Average 2 FTE

Benefit:Cost Ratio Annualised ROI

Productivity Gain Pre Process Saving

RESULTS BY NUMBERS
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Successfully deploying Bots at scale across a large and diverse
business can be challenging, as many organisations have
discovered, but William Hill knew the value that an effective
automation programme could bring. The head of Customer
Operations knew Bots could transform key processes for the
benefit of employees and customers, and he was keen to start
that journey with William Hill.

As one the one of the world’s leading betting and gaming
companies, William Hill has operational teams in the UK, Malta,
Gibraltar, Bulgaria, Manila and the US, managing huge numbers of
people, processes and systems to ensure the best possible
customer experience, whilst meeting an ever-changing regulatory
environment.

Customer Operations had a critical and expanding role to deliver a
robust and reliable service, and the potential benefits of Bots was
clear.

THE BETTING BOT
William Hill is one the one of the world’s leading betting and gaming companies,
with annual revenue in excess of £1.5bn, and a diverse, exciting range of well-
known brands and sports betting products.

      The Bots were deployed far
quicker than we expected and their

performance truly impressive!”
Per Christensen, Director of Operational Efficiency
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William Hill had previously experimented with workflow
automation to resolve customer due diligence tasks, which
although weren’t ground-breaking, were robust and reliable, and
William Hill were convinced that Bots could deliver the results
they sought. However, they weren’t entirely sure how to really
get started, so turned to automation specialists Bots For That, to
realise their vision.

William Hill had researched several possible automation products,
with a wide range of features and prices, and instead  decided to
place their trust in Bots For That, to steer them right for the
initial pilot project. Due to the industry experience of Bots For
That, a fairly complex and more ambitious process was also chosen
for the pilot phase of the Bot programme, ‘Cross-Brand Self-
Exclusions’.

The process involved processing customer account exclusions
upon request, but also required identifying all known associated
and linked accounts, plus searching for any possible duplicate
accounts across different and unintegrated systems.

In people terms, the process would consume the equivalent of 20
full time equivalent staff. Working with the process teams, the
pilot began by fully understanding and defining the existing
processes, identifying improvement opportunities and outlining
the solution design. This essential task took several weeks, due to
the complexities involved, but the effort was worth it, and allowed
the development and testing to be both comprehensive and
completed successfully.

With the final pilot process live, a single Bot could complete the
full process within just 2 minutes per customer on average,
representing a 90% reduction in time per account, with 100%
accuracy and total time returned to the business of approximately
20 FTE hours per year.

Building on Earlier Progress
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With the successful delivery of the pilot process, work turned to
prioritising a pipeline of new candidates according to their
respective benefits. In parallel, the fundamental frameworks for
successful and scalable automation were introduced, laying the
essential foundations of the future.

The plan was to deliver up to four new processes each quarter,
with the focus on customer focused operations and a number of
vital processes were prioritised in Responsible Gambling,
Customer Services, Risk and Compliance and Customer Due
Diligence, where it was felt the Bots could improve customer
experience, reduce manual work and optimise process with 
 exponential benefit.

Establishing the Roadmap

      On the Bots first run
through, it processed so many

transaction lines in just
minutes, saving hours of work

Expanded Programme, Extended Reach
Several more processes followed, being first added to the pipeline,
then evaluated. A rhythm was soon established enabling the
business to propose ideas and get them delivered and operational
in rapid succession.

The programme soon expanded horizontally across the business
with automation candidates coming from every part of the
business and finding their place on the delivery pipeline.



READY TO START
YOUR BOTS
JOURNEY?

botsforthat.com


